
SVCC Sharks & NWA Sharks Update:

With all the craziness going on right now we are pleased to be able to continue our partnership with the Nothwest 
Arkansas Aquatics Sharks this summer.  It has been quite a challenge to figure out what we can and can’t offer in 
light of COVID-19 and all that surrounds that.  After extensive consultation and collaboration we are going to be 
able to offer a VERY LIMITED program, but the SV Sharks will live on this summer!  

We are very please to announce that Liz Braun is going to coach the teams this summer.!  Liz was a member of 
the University of Arkansas Swimming program and was an Olympic Trials qualifier...not to mention was the AAA 
Coach of the Year for leading the Bentonville HS Girls to the State Championship this year in her first year as the 
head coach of the program.  Welcome aboard Liz! 

The team will start up on Monday, June 8th and registration will remain open until June 12th. The cost for SV 
residents is $150 and the non-SV residents (HS only) will be $175. 

DAILY SCHEDULE FOR MONDAY - FRIDAY (JUNE 8 - JULY 31)*:

High School Group: 7:30-8:45am  / 15 Spots Remaining

Ages 9 & Over (Experienced SV Swimmers): 8:55-9:40 / 14 Spots Remaining

Ages 7-8: 9:50-10:25 / 12 Spots Remaining

Ages 5-6: 10:35-11:00 / 12 Spots Remaining

*If there are days that need to be rescheduled and/or cancelled due to weather, holidays, etc., there will 
be communication sent out as far in advance as possible.  

The groups are limited in order for all of them to maintain proper Social Distance protocol in the pool while awaiting 
instruction. We also provided 10 minutes in between each group. The group that finishes will need to get dried off 
and get off the pool deck as quickly as possible to allow for the next group to enter the Swim Center. Parents can 
accompany their swimmer(s) to practice; however, they must adhere to the same 6 foot Social Distance protocols.

Unlike past years, EVERY swimmer MUST be able to swim on their own (at least one length of the pool) prior 
to joining or must demonstrate that they can on the first day. The coaches will NOT BE ALLOWED in the water 
showing the kids how this summer due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

There will be NO GROUP Lessons because they are not allowed this year..

REGISTRATION IS EXTREMELY LIMITED...PLEASE ACT FAST!!!

The link to the registration page is below:

https://www.teamunify.com/team/arnaa/page/nwaa-sharks/team-registration?event_id=1161883 

Please contact Liz with any questions at 770-865-5338.


